
.com
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Your Mission 

You are about to go on an adventure 
learning about light and optics as 
Spectra and her gang go on an ad-
venture to stop the evil Miss Alignment 
from destroying their town. And they 
need your help! Miss Alignment has to 
strike at a very specific time of day for 
her plan to work and it is your job to 
find out what time of day that is so the 
kids know when to stop her. 
After each activity you will see a section 
titled “Using your results to help Spec-
tra find the time of  Miss Alignment’s 
attack.” You have to pick the right an-
swer that corresponds to a number, 
1-4. After you’ve done all the activities 
you will add up the numbers to find the 
time of her evil attack.  Good luck, a 
whole town is counting 
on you! 

History of the 
PhysicsQuest
Program

As part of the World 
Year of Physics 2005 
celebration, the Amer-
ican Physical Soci-
ety produced Phys-
icsQuest: The Search 
for Albert Einstein’s 
Hidden Treasure. De-
signed as a resource 
for middle school sci-
ence classrooms and 
clubs, the quest was 
received enthusiasti-

cally by nearly 10,000 classes during 
the course of 2005. Feedback indicat-
ed that this activity met a need within 
the middle school science community 
for fun and accessible physics mate-
rial, so the American Physical Society 
(APS) has decided to continue this 
program. APS is pleased to present 
this tenth kit, PhysicsQuest: Spectra’s 
High Intensity.

In the past each PhysicsQuest kit has 
followed a mystery-based storyline and 
requires students to correctly complete 
four activities in order to solve the mys-
tery and be eligible for a prize drawing. 
For the sixth year in a row students will 
be following laser superhero Spectra.  
Past years have seen the downfall of 
the evil Miss Alignment, the unfortu-

nate demise of Gen-
eral Relativity, the evil 
antics of Maxwell’s De-
mon, the descent into 
competitive madness 
of Henri Toueaux and 
the unfortunate adven-
tures of the Quantum 
Mechanic. In this edi-
tion of PhysicsQuest, 
Miss Alignment breaks 
out of jail with the help 
of her cousin Reigh 
Alignment. In a quest 
for revenge she uses 
the power of sunlight 
to try and take over 
the town. Students will 
learn about lenses, re-

fraction, the connection 

Welcome to PhysicsQuest:
Spectra’s High Intensity! 

Spectra needs help from your students 
to defeat the evil Miss Alignment.
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between heat and light, and the ener-
gy of the colors of the rainbow. This 
year’s kit is part of APS’s celebration of 
the International Year of Light. To find 
out more about IYL, please visit http://
www.aps.org/programs/outreach/iyl/

About the
International Year of Light

From the International Year of Light 
Website (www.light2015.org): 

In proclaiming an International Year fo-
cusing on the topic of light science and 
its applications, the UN has recognized 
the importance of raising global aware-
ness about how light-based technolo-
gies promote sustainable development 
and provide solutions to global chal-
lenges in energy, education, agricul-
ture and health. Light plays a vital role 
in our daily lives and is an imperative 
cross-cutting discipline of science in 
the 21st century. It has revolutionized 
medicine, opened up international 
communication via the Internet, and 
continues to be central to linking cul-
tural, economic and political aspects of 
the global society.

About the
American Physical Society (APS)

APS is the professional society for 
physicists in the United States. APS 
works to advance and disseminate the 
knowledge of physics through its jour-
nals, meetings, public affairs efforts, 
and educational programs. Informa-

tion about APS and its 
services can be found at 
www.aps.org.

APS also runs PhysicsCentral, a web-
site aimed at communicating the ex-
citement and importance of physics to 
the general public. At this site, www.
physicscentral.com, you can find out 
about APS educational programs, cur-
rent physics research, people in phys-
ics, and more.

About PhysicsQuest

PhysicsQuest is a set of four activi-
ties designed to engage students in 
scientific inquiry. This year’s activities 
are linked together via a storyline and 
comic book that follows Spectra, a la-
ser super hero. Spectra’s super power 
is her ability to turn into a laser beam.  
Her powers are all real things that a la-
ser beam does so in addition to learn-
ing via the 4 activities students will also 
learn through the comic book.  
PhysicsQuest is designed with flexi-
bility in mind – it can be done in one 
continuous session or split up over a 
number of weeks. The activities can 
be conducted in the classroom or as 
an extra credit or science club activi-
ty. The challenges can be completed 
in any order, but to get the correct fi-
nal result all of the challenges must be 
completed correctly.

If you would like to join in with other 
teachers and classes, there is now a 
facebook group, PhysicsQuest.  Talk 
with other PhysicsQuest groups or 
learn helpful tips and tricks.

http://www.aps.org/programs/outreach/iyl/
http://www.aps.org/programs/outreach/iyl/
http://www.light2015.org
http:// www.aps.org
http:// www.aps.org
http://www.physicscentral.com
http://www.physicscentral.com
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About the
PhysicsQuest Competition

APS sponsors an optional Phys-
icsQuest competition designed to en-
courage students to invest in the proj-
ect. If you chose to participate in the 
competition, your class must complete 
AT LEAST ONE OF the four activities. 
You can then submit your answers on-
line at www.physicscentral.com/phys-
icsquest by May 25th. If you are unable 
to complete all 4 activities, you are en-
couraged to submit answers anyway. 
All classes that submit answers online 
will be entered into a prize drawing. 
Details on the prizes will be posted 
on the PhysicsQuest website as they 
become available. The online results 
submission form does not require the 
answers to all of the questions on the 
Final Report. If your class only has 
time to complete some of the activities, 
they can still submit their answers and 
are eligible for prizes.  Each class can 
only submit one entry form, so class 
discussions of results are encouraged.

The PhysicsQuest Materials

The PhysicsQuest kit includes this 
manual and most of the hardware 
your students need to complete the 
activities. There is also a correspond-
ing website, www.physicscentral.com/
physicsquest, and PhysicsQuest Face-
book group. Information regarding the 
PhysicsQuest will be posted in both of 
these locations.

Comic Book

Each activity will be preceded by sev-
eral pages of a comic book that will 
follow the adventures of Spectra.  The 
comic is also available online.  Stu-

dents will complete the activity and in 
the end they will need their answers to 
all four activities to help Spectra again 
defeat Miss Alignment. Many of the 
PhysicsQuest experiments are part of 
the comic book plot and you are en-
couraged to discuss these with your 
class. 

Materials List

For more information on these items 
and where they can be purchased, 
please visit the PhysicsQuest web-
site.  If your kit is missing any of these 
materials, please contact Educational 
Innovations, www.teachersource.com  
(203) 229-0730.

Included in this kit
PhysicsQuest manual/comic book 
Laser pointer
LED flashlight
Phosphorescent vinyl
Binder clips
20 packets of sugar
20 packets of sucralose
4 colored transparency material
Water gel cubes
3 sizes of water gel spheres
2 transparencies 
1 small Hershey’s bar
1 steel wire
1 copper wire
1 aluminum wire
1 Fresnel lens

Not included in this kit
Rock or cement surface 
Paper
Scissors
Water
Plastic cups
Lots of Tape
Permanent Marker

http://www.physicscentral.com/physicsquest
http://www.physicscentral.com/physicsquest
http://www.physicscentral.com/physicsquest
http://www.physicscentral.com/physicsquest
http://www.teachersource.com
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The Teacher Guide The Teacher 
Guide for each activity includes:

Key Question
This question highlights the goal of the 
activity.

Key Terms
This section lists terms related to the 
activity that the students will encounter 
in the Student Guide.

Before the Activity…
Students should be familiar with these 
concepts and skills before tackling the 
activity.

After the Activity…
By participating in the 
activity, students are 
practicing the skills and 
studying the concepts 
listed in this section.

The Science Behind…
This section includes 
the science behind the 
activity. The Student 
Guide does not include 
most of this informa-
tion; it is left to you to 
decide what to discuss 
with your students.

Safety
This section highlights potential haz-
ards and safety precautions.

Materials
This section lists the materials needed 
for the activity. Materials not provided 
in the kit will be marked with a *.

Suggested Resources
This section lists the books and other 
resources used to create this activity 

and recommended resources for more 
information on the topics covered.

The Student Guide  Each activity has 
a Student Guide that you will need to 
copy and hand out to all of the stu-
dents.  The Student Guide includes:

Key Question
This question highlights the goal of the 
activity.

Materials
This section lists the materials students 
will need for the activity.

Getting Started
This section includes 
discussion questions de-
signed to get students 
thinking about the key 
question, why it’s import-
ant, and how they might 
find an answer.

The Experiment
This section leads stu-
dents step-by-step 
through the set-up and 
data collection process.

Analyzing your Results
This section leads stu-
dents through data anal-

ysis and has questions for them to an-
swer based on their results.

PhysicsQuest Website 
and Facebook Group

The PhysicsQuest website, www.phys-
icscentral.com/physicsquest, has peri-
odic updates on the program. Join the 
PhysicsQuest facebook group to con-
nect with other groups doing the Phys-
icsQuest program.

http://www.physicscentral.com/physicsquest
http://www.physicscentral.com/physicsquest
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PhysicsQuest 
Logistics Materials

The PhysicsQuest kit comes with only 
one set of materials. This means that if 
your students are working in four small 
groups (recommended), all groups 
should work simultaneously on differ-
ent activities and then rotate activities, 
unless you provide additional mate-
rials. The Materials List on the Phys-
icsQuest website includes specific de-
scriptions of the materials and where 
they can be purchased.  All materials 
can be reused. 

Time Required

The time required to complete the 
PhysicsQuest activities will depend on 
your students and their lab experience. 
Most groups will be able to complete 
one activity in about 45-minutes.

Small Groups

Working effectively in a group is one 
of the most important parts of scien-
tific inquiry. If working in small groups 
is challenging for your students, you 
might consider adopting a group work 

model such as the one presented here.

Group Work Model

Give each student one of the following 
roles. You may want to have them ro-
tate roles for each activity so they can 
try many different jobs.

Lab Director
Coordinates the group and keeps stu-
dents on task.

Chief Experimenter
Sets up the equipment and makes 
sure the procedures are carried out 
correctly.

Measurement Officer
Monitors data collection and deter-
mines the values for each measure-
ment.

Report Writer
Records the results and makes sure all 
of the questions in the Student Guide 
are answered.

Equipment Manager
Collects all equipment needed for the 
experiment. Makes sure equipment is 
returned at the end of the class period 
and that the lab space is clean before 
group members leave.

Every super hero’s buddy needs safety gear.

Safety

While following the precautions 
in this guide can help teachers 
foster inquiry in a safe way, no 
manual could ever predict all of 
the problems that might occur. 
Good supervision and common 
sense are always needed. Ac-
tivity-specific safety notices are 
included in the Teacher Guide 
when appropriate.
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Using PhysicsQuest 
in the Classroom

This section suggests ways to use 
PhysicsQuest in the classroom. Since 
logistics and goals vary across schools, 
please read through the suggestions 
and then decide how best to use Phys-
icsQuest. Feel free to be creative!

PhysicsQuest as a 
stand-alone activity

PhysicsQuest is designed to be 
self-contained – it can be easily done 
as a special project during the day(s) 
following a test, immediately preced-
ing/following a break, or other such 
times. PhysicsQuest also works well 
as a science club activity and extra 
credit opportunity.

PhysicsQuest as a fully integrated 
part of regular curriculum

The topics covered in PhysicsQuest 
are covered in many physical science 
classes, so you might have students 
do the PhysicsQuest activities during 
the corresponding units.

PhysicsQuest as an 
all-school activity

Some schools set up PhysicsQuest 
activity stations around the school gym 
for one afternoon. Then small groups 
of students work through the stations 
at assigned times.

PhysicsQuest as a 
mentoring activity

Some teachers have used Phys-
icsQuest as an opportunity for older 
students to mentor younger students. 
In this case, 8th or 9th grade classes 
first complete the activities themselves, 
and then go into 6th or 7th grade class-
rooms and help students with the ac-
tivities.

Miss Alignment will not like 
you back on Facebook.

APS PhysicsQuest Pubication Staff 
Coordinated, Researched, and Written by Rebecca Thompson, Ph.D.

 Teacher Manual figures by Nancy Bennett-Karasic and David Ellis
Comic Art by David Ellis

American Physical Society © 2015 – All Rights Reserved
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Lucinda Hene a.k.a. Spectra
Our heroine. She mysteriously developed laser superpowers 
around the time she entered Tesla Junior high and has been 
saving the town, and the world, ever since. Regular student 
and star swimmer most of the time, when it counts she can 
turn into a laser and save the day.

Kas
Lead guitarist of garage band “The Ultraviolet Catastrophe” 
and Spectra’s biggest fan. His greatest ambition is to go on 
tour with One Republic and rock out all over the world.

Ruby
Lucy’s best friend since 2nd grade, Ruby has an eye for 
fashion. When she’s not redecorating her room she can be 
found behind the lens of her camera. She has always loved 
science, particularly astronomy. 

Gordy
He’s a star on and off the field. The starting quarterback for the 
Tesla Junior High Chargers and straight A student, Gordy can 
always keep his head and come up with a plan.

Ms. Pauli Black
Owner and proprietor of Black Body Repair auto body shop, she 
is also known as the “Quantum Mechanic.” She is fantastic at fix-
ing a car and is also learning to control her quantum mechanical 
powers. Read Spectra’s Quantum Leap to find out more about 
what she can do.

Miss Alignment
Perennial villain Miss Alignment sees herself as the mastermind 
of evil. The world sees her slightly differently, but she is still 
determined to rule the town. Thwarted by Spectra and her gang 
in “Spectra’s Power” she is intent on coming out on top in... 

Spectra’s High Intensity



ON THE OUTSKIRTS OF TOWN
STANDS THE DREADED BOSE-EiNSTEiN

CONDENSED PENiTENTiARY.
KNOWN FOR ITS FRiGID CONDiTiONS, 
SOLiTARY CONFiNEMENT, AND HARSH
WARDEN, B. PHiLiPS, iT iS HOME TO 
THE MOST HARDENED CRiMiNALS.

TO THE RESiDENTS
iT iS KNOWN SIMPLY

AS “THE TRAP. “

A PRison is only as good
as its locks, and bec pen

currently has a faulty one.

unfortunately, they 
may have called in 
exactly the wrong 
locksmith to fix it.

you know the
deal. don’t talk to 
them. it only riles

them up.
watch out for your 

coffee.  this one
could drown you

with it.*

*See Spectra #5,
“TURBULENT TIMES.”

this one over here 
is noisy, but can’t 
really hurt you.



fools!  can’t hurt you?!? 
if you only knew!  i am the 
nefarious miss alignment!
I’ll run this town one day!

my misaligner 59 would 
have shut down the 

entire world!  if only 
that laser girl and her 
friends hadn’t stopped 
me!  next time will be

different!  I’ll...

sure you
will. and i’m 
mr. universe.

yeah, yeah.
just stop.  we’ve 

heard it all
before.

she 
sounds high

maintenance.

okay, the broken lock is this way.  we 
need it operational ASAP.  we’re getting

a new batch of inmates tomorrow.
i hope this doesn’t 

take long.  “Days of 
Our Lives” is on in

an hour.

don’t
worry...

it won’t 
take long.
in fact...

“we’ll be 
outta here --

-- before you 
know it.”



“still needs some 
modifications.

i’ve been practicing
on toy trucks like

you suggested.”

“are the visual and 
audio projectors ready?  
i need to let this town 
know i’m in charge!”

“Still trying to get
the magnifier the right 
size and still working 

on the audio.”

i will rule this
place and make sure 

the town knows
the power of

miss alignment! 

those kids will
pay and the town 

will be mine!

Yes, you will rule
this town.  but it’s 

still going to take a 
week or so for this

to be finished. 

You’ll have to
be okay with

ruling this cave 
‘til then. 

Reigh, why isn’t
everything ready!?

What, no “thank you 
for breaking me out

of jail, cousin?”

I don’t have time
to be polite, you’ve

put us too far 
behind schedule!

“I have to go find out 
what those kids are 

up to.  is the listening 
device ready?”

“Yes, with new 
headphones.”

“How’s my lens 
clamp coming? 
Is the lens in 

working order?”
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Key Question
How does adding sucralose or sugar to 
water change its index of refraction?
 
Key Terms 
Refraction:  When light travels from 
one material to another it changes 
direction, or refracts.
 
Index of refraction: A number that 
describes how the speed of light in a 
material compares to the speed of light 
in vacuum.  It also tells how much light 
changes direction when it moves from 
one material to another. 
 
Transparent: Most light is transmitted, 
a little bit is reflected        
 
Translucent: Some light is transmitted, 
some will be reflected
 
Opaque: All light it reflected or ab-
sorbed, none is transmitted.
 
Note to Teachers:  This activity 
must be set up beforehand.  It takes 
several hours to grow the water gel 
crystals.  

Setup  (to be done the day before the 
activity is performed in class):  

1. Fill 3 cups with water.

2. Label cup 1 “sugar” and dissolve 
the sugar into the water until no 
more sugar will fully dissolve.

3. Label cup 2 “sucralose” and dis-
solve the sucralose into the water 
until no more will fully dissolve.

Intro
In this activity students will learn about how light changes direction as it goes from 
one material to another.  In this case they are going to look at the index of refrac-
tion of water and how that changes as two types of sweeteners are added. This is 
a really fun experiment using water and tiny little gel cubes and works better than 
fancier versions. The way the activity is  written in the “For the Students” section is 
qualitative, but its easy to add a quantitative component by having the participants 
measure and compare angles. If you are interested in doing that, there is a link in 
the “other resources” section describing a way you might be able to do that.

Materials
 
Water Gel cubes
Sucralose Packets
Sugar Packets 
Laser
Binder Clip
Transparencies
*White Paper
*Permanent Marker
*3 Cups
*Water
*Paper Towels
*Ruler

*Not included in the PhysicsQuest kit

TEACHER’S GUIDE
Activity 1:  Bendy Light
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4. Label cup 3 “water.”

5. Drop several gel cubes into each 
cup. 

6. Allow the cubes to “grow” overnight 
in the cups. They grow in an inter-
esting way so its fun to pull them 
out every now and then while they 
are growing. 

Before the Activity Students 
should know...

• Light travels in a straight line.

• When light goes from one material 
to another it changes its path

 
After the Activity Students 
should be able to...

• Explain why we can see materials 
that are transparent even though 
light passes through them.

 
• Explain “index of refraction” and 

understand that larger indices of re-
fraction make light change direction 
more. 

  
The Science behind Refraction

Light travels in a straight line.  If it 
weren’t for this property of light there 
wouldn’t be shadows or laser pointers.  
This rule however isn’t completely true.  
When light moves from one material 
to another it changes its path.  Some 
of the light changes it direction by re-
flecting and some changes direction by 
refracting.  When a light ray goes from 
one transparent or translucent material 
to another it continues to move through 
the material but not in the same direc-

tion.  This change 
in direction is 
called refraction. 

In the year 984 Ibn 
Sahl noticed that 
light did this when 
it moved through a 
lens and he won-
dered if there was 
a rule that said 
how much light 
changed direction. He found that as light 
moved from air to the glass of the lens 
that the amount it refracted depended 
on the angle at which the light hit as well 
as the type of glass he used.  He re-
alized that the light was also changing 
speed.  In 1621 both Willebrord Snelli-
us and Renee Decartes both found an 
equation that tells how much of a light 
ray will reflect and how much will refract 
when the light hits a surface.  Both of 
these depend on a number called the 
index of refraction, or “n”.  The larger 
the index of refraction of a material the 
more light it will reflect and the more it 
will bend the light that is transmitted.  
The index of refraction also tells how 
fast light travels in the new material. 
 
Light is fastest when it is moving in a 
vacuum.  No, not a Hoover, in this case 
“moving in a vacuum” means that light 
is moving through nothing, no matter at 
all, not even air.  Outer space is an ex-
ample of a vacuum.  In a vacuum light 
travels at 300,000,000 meters per sec-
ond but that’s as fast as it can go.  If it 
travels in any type of matter, even air it 
slows down a little bit.  As it slows down 
it changes directions.  Because the in-
dex of refraction tells how fast light goes 
in a particular material it can also say 

Fig. 1

Teacher’s Guide
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how much light changes direction as it 
moves from one material to another.  It 
can also tell us how much light will be 
reflected.  The speed of light in a materi-
al is related to the index of refraction by 
the formula:  n=c/v where c is the speed 
of light in a vacuum and v is the speed 
of light in a material. 

The index of refraction depends on 
many things.  Mostly it depends on the 
type of material.  Water has an index of 
refraction of 1.3 while diamond has an 
index of refraction of 2.4.  This means 
that diamond reflects more light than 
water and that light goes 2.4 times slow-
er in diamond than it does in a vacuum.  
Index of refraction can also depend on 
temperature.  The index of refraction of 
cooler air is 1.0003 but when the air is 
heated by 100 degrees C it changes to 
1.0002.  This may not seem like much 
but it bends light enough to cause the 
wavy appearance seen on top of roads 
and the hood of your car on hot days.  
 
When we look at an object through a 
transparent material, such as water, 
we can see that the light is bending be-
cause it looks like the object has shift-
ed a bit.  Try this with a glass of water 
and a pencil.  (Fig. 1)  When you put the 
pencil in the water it looks like the part 
that is in the water is disjointed from the 
part that is still in air.  This is because of 
refraction.  But what happens when two 
different materials have the same index 
of refraction?  Could we see them?
 
We can see transparent materials be-
cause of the reflections and in some 
cases because objects seen through 
these materials seem distorted by re-
fraction.  The index of refraction is dif-

ferent from that of air. But what would 
happen if two objects had the same 
index of refraction?  Would we be able 
to distinguish between the two?  Would 
one seem to disappear?  That is what 
the students will be investigating with 
this experiment.  The gel cubes are 
grown in water and because the final 
cube is 99% water it has the same in-
dex of refraction as water.  While in wa-
ter, it seems to disappear but in air it is 
clearly visible.    Water with sucralose in 
it has a different index of refraction than 
plain water and water with sugar has 
yet another index of refraction.  When 
the gel cubes are grown in sugar water 
or sucralose water the end up with the 
same index of refraction as sugar water 
or sucralose water.

By shining a laser, which travels in a 
straight line unlike light from a flashlight, 
through the gel cubes and tracing the 
laser beam, the students are able to see 
exactly how much the light is bent by the 
cube. (Fig. 2).  When they do this for the 
three different cubes and then compare 
the results, they can see that the light 
changes direction more through some 
materials than others. If you would like 
to take this one step further, you could 
use a protractor to measure the angles 
involved to see exactly how much the 
light is bent for each case. 

Teacher’s Guide

Fig. 2
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Safety

Warn students very strongly about the dangers of looking direct-
ly into the laser beam.  Shining the beam into their eyes of the 
eyes of their classmates and cause serious injury and damage.  

Consequences for student recklessly playing with the lasers 
should be outlined before giving out the supplies for the activity.  
If you are concerned, you may prefer to complete the portions 
of the procedure with the laser for your students and have them 
do the analysis.

For water gel cube safety see the MSDS sheet on page 8. 

Suggested Resources

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FAivtXJOsiI
 
http://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/bending-light

http://dev.physicslab.org/Document.aspx?doctype=2&filename=GeometricOp-
tics_IndexRefractionGlass.xml
  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FAivtXJOsiI
http://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/bending-light
http://dev.physicslab.org/Document.aspx?doctype=2&filename=GeometricOptics_IndexRefractionGlass.xml
http://dev.physicslab.org/Document.aspx?doctype=2&filename=GeometricOptics_IndexRefractionGlass.xml
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Key Question

How does adding sucralose or sugar to water change its 
index of refraction?

 Getting Started

1. Why can we see clear objects such as glass or clear 
plastic? ____________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________

2. What happens to light when it moves from air to 
      water? _____________________________________                                   
      ___________________________________________                                        
      ___________________________________________

3. Can you see ice in water even when they are both clear? Why or why not? __
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

4. Does light always travel in straight lines? How do you know? ______________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

5. Look in each of the three cups. What do you see?_______________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

Student Guide
Intro
 
Water is clear and ice is clear, but you can usually see ice in your glass. Why is 
that? If you’ve ever tried to pick something up out of a pool of water you know 
the object isn’t where your eyes tell you it should be. Why do diamonds sparkle 
more than glass and why does a prism give a rainbow? In this activity you’ll get 
to explore these questions and play with lasers at the same time! 

Materials
 
Water Gel cubes
Sucralose Packets
Sugar Packets 
Laser
Binder Clip
Transparencies
*White Paper
*Permanent Marker
*3 Cups
*Water
*Paper Towels
*Ruler

*Not included in the 
PhysicsQuest kit
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Setting up the Experiment

1.  Unscrew the cap on the laser, shake  
out the batteries, and make sure to re-
move the tiny piece of paper between 
the batteries. Replace the batteries and 
push the button to make sure the laser 
turns on. 

DO NOT LOOK DIRECTLY AT THE 
LASER. NEVER SHINE A LASER 
INTO ANYONE’S EYES.
 
2.  Put the laser in the binder clip so that 
the binder clip is pushing down the “on” 
button and keeping the laser turned on. 

3.  Take a cube out of cup marked “wa-
ter” and put it on a piece of paper towel 
and dry it off a bit. 

4.  After its a bit drier, put it in the mid-
dle of the white piece of paper and trace 
around the base with the permanent 
marker.  Label the paper “water.” 

5.  Aim the laser so that the laser beam 
hits the cube at a bit of an angle. Its 

easiest if the laser is far away from the 
cube.  (Fig. 1) 

Collecting Data

1.  Turn off the room’s lights. Look at the 
gel cube. What do you see? 

2.  You want to trace the beam of the 
laser both before and after it passes 
through the gel cube. The easiest way 
to do this is to put the permanent mark-
er in the way of the beam and make 
a dot on the paper. Do this in three or 
four spots on each side of the gel cube. 
The laser beam is going to be kind of 

Student Guide

Fig. 1

1. Stick your fingers in the cups. What do you feel?      ____________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________

2. Take a cube out of the cup labeled “water” and put it in the cup labeled “su-
cralose water.” What do you see now? ______________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________

6.

7.
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Student Guide

fuzzy after it passes through the cube 
so make sure you are putting the mark-
er right in the middle of the beam when 
you are making marks. 

3.  Turn the lights on.

4.  Use a ruler to connect the points and 
draw the laser beam both before and af-
ter it passed through the cube.

5.  When the lights were off, you could 
see the laser beam traveling through 
the cube, but there was no way to trace 
it out while it was actually going on. But 
because light travels in straight lines un-
less it hits something, you can figure out 
the path the light traveled when it was 
in the block. Connect the point where 
the beam entered the block to the point 

where the beam left the block. There ya 
go!  (Fig. 2) 

6.  Repeat all of these steps for the sug-
ar water cubes and the sucralose water 
cubes, but instead of putting them on 
paper, put them each on a transparen-
cy.  

Fig. 2

Analyzing Your Results
 
1.  What can you say happens to light when it goes from the air to the cube? 
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

2.  What happens when it goes from the cube back to the air? 
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

3.  When you looked at the cubes in the water, you couldn’t see them when they 
were in the water they were grown in, but you could see them when you moved 
them from one cup to another. Why do you think that is? 
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

4.  Put the transparency labeled “sugar water” on top of transparency labeled “su-
cralose water” and then put those two on top of the paper labeled “water.” 
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Student Guide
5.  Line of the stack of transparencies and paper so that all “cubes” are on top of 
each other. The lines representing the  incoming laser beams should also be lined 
up on top of each other.  Draw what it looks like: 

6.  What do you notice about the lines coming out of the blocks? Are they lined up 
as well? If not, how are they different? 
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

7.  What path would the laser beam follow if there was no cube at all? Draw that on 
the white piece of paper in a different color. 

8.  Which cube caused the light to bend the most? __________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

9.  “Index of Refraction” is a property of transparent materials that tells how much 
light bends when it passes through that material. The more light bends, the higher 
the index of refraction. Rank water, sugar water, and sucralose water from highest 
index of refraction to lowest index of refraction. 

Highest _____________________________

   _____________________________

Lowest  _____________________________

Using your results to help Spectra find the time of 
Miss Alignment’s attack.

What has the highest index of refraction? 

1. Water 
2. Sugar water
3. Sucralose water
4. Sucralose water and sugar water have the same index of refraction.



Hey, Ruby, are
you headed over to
black body repair 

after school?

i want 
to but i
can’t.  i 

have swim
practice.  at 

least the 
new coach 
hasn’t tried 

to kill 
us yet.

quiet year...
so far.

Yeah.   Ms. Black and i have been
restoring this old vw.  I’m helping her

control her powers and she’s letting me 
redo the inside as an art project.  i don’t 
think she likes the shag carpet much, but

i think it really adds something.

right, gordy?

hush!  the 
general is going 

to yell again!

sometime later...

 the energy of light depends on 
the wavelength. shorter waves, 

like ultra violet have more
energy than longer ones,

like red.

Depending on how it is measured, 
sometimes light acts as a wave, 

sometimes light acts as a particle.  

repeat after me. the 
speed of light is... ms. 
hene, stop talking! 

the speed of
light is... ms. hene,

stop talking!

 UGH! will there 
ever be a class

where the
general doesn’t

embarass us?  

you’d think after saving
him from his lab he’d be 

more grateful.*

*See Spectra #3,

“spectra’s force.”

how’s ms. black 
doing, anyway?

 she’s getting really 
good at splitting herself 

between two places 
and she can hop from one 
place to another, she just 

doesn’t always end up
where she means to.+  

+See Spectra #6, “spectra’s quantum 
leap “ for more about Ms. Black

 powers?
two places at 

once?  i need to 
hear more about 

this.  this could be 
a problem.

why didn’t i 
know about 

this?!?



 i only put up
with him because 
he’s family.  that 
no good, lazy...

reigh didn’t
tell me

anything!

AARGHH!

WHERE ARE YOU GUYS HEADED?  
i HAVE PRACTiCE LATER.  i’M 
HOPING TO MAKE STARTiNG 

QUARTERBACK THiS SEASON.

i’M Off TO PRACTICE, 
Too, AND RUBY’S HEADED 

TO THE GARAGE.  MeeT
FOR PiZZA LATER?

sounds
good!

hey, lucy!
i really like 

your hair
like that!

Darn reigh and his faulty 
equipment!  now i’ll need
another way to listen to 

them at the garage.

i had no idea
this town had so 
many people with 
science powers. 
i have to find out 

more.  i can’t
lose again!

Nice shirt, Kas!  Ruby’s headed over 
to the garage, wanna go with? i’m 

headed to swim practice.

can’t. band
practice. We have

a gig this weekend. 
You’re coming,

right Lucy?

Meet for
piZZa later? 

yep!



Key Question
How does the radius of a sphere affect 
how much it will magnify an image? 
 
Key Terms 
Optical Axis:  An imaginary line that 
goes through the center of the lens and 
the center of the face of the lens. In Fig-
ure 1, the optical axis is the horizontal 
line. 
 
Focal Point: If light rays hit a lens going 
parallel to the optical axis, they are bent 
through the focal point.
 
Focal Length: Distance from the center 
of the lens to the focal point.         
 
Converging Lens: A lens that causes 
light rays to come together is a converg-
ing lens. 
 
Diverging Lens: A lens that causes 
light rays to spread out is a diverging 
lens. 

Convex: Something that curves out-
ward is said to be convex.

Concave: If something curves inward it 
is concave.

Note to Teachers:  This activity 
needs to be set up beforehand. It can 
take up to 24 hours for the gel spheres 
to grow. Be sure to check on them as 
they are growing. They aren’t going to 
grow like you think they might. 

Setup  (to be done the day before the 
activity is performed in class):  

1. Fill a large cup with water.

2. Put several spheres of each size in 
the water and let them grow over-
night.

Intro
When learning about lenses students usually get a standard magnifying glass or 
concave, diverging lens. They may hear these referred to as “spherical lenses” 
even though they look anything but spherical. The mostly look like bulging pan-
cakes. This experiment will use 3 different sizes of clear spheres to show kids 
where the term “spherical lens” comes from and to show them the relationship 
between the radius of the sphere and the magnification. 

TEACHER’S GUIDE
Activity 2: Magnifying Marbles
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Materials
 
3 sizes of water gel spheres 
Binder clips
Transparency
Flashlight
*Water
*Stiff paper
*White piece of paper
*Dark room

*Not included in the PhysicsQuest kit
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Before the Activity Students 
should know...

• Convex lenses magnify images. 

• How much a lens magnifies an im-
age depends on the shape of the 
lens.

After the Activity Students 
should be able to...

• Define magnification.

• Discuss how radius of a spherical 
lens, focal length, and magnification 
are related.

  
The Science behind 
Magnification

Usually when we teach or learn about 
lenses, there isn’t much talk about the 
shape of the lens. If you’ve done a lot 
of lens experiments you notice that the 
ones that bulge out more usually mag-
nify images more than flatter lenses. 
There are almost no experiments that 
deal with this or even talk at all about 
how shape, magnification, and focal 
length are related. 

Almost all lenses you deal with are 
spherical lenses. Sometimes people 
will talk about the radius of curvature 
of the lens. It may seem strange to call 
them spherical when they look closer to 
flat.  A converging spherical lens, which 
is convex, can be thought of as a being 
made by taking a sphere and cutting off 
the ends and then sandwiching them to-
gether (Fig.1). The radius of curvature 
is the radius of the sphere from which 
the ends used for the lens were cut. For 

a diverging, concave, lens, the radius 
of curvature is the radius of the sphere 
that would fit in the “cave.” 

Every spherical lens has a focal point. 
This is the point where rays are focused 
if they hit the lens parallel to the optical 
axis. If you are trying to find the focal 
point of a lens you can hold it over a 
desk or piece of paper and try and fo-
cus the sun’s rays or the overhead 
lights to a point. Because those light 
rays are hitting the lens roughly paral-
lel, the focused spot is the focal point. 
In the final experiment of PhysicsQuest 
you will focus the sun’s light to a point. 
You are focusing it at the focal point of 
the Fresnel lens. If you would like, have 
your students find the focal point of the 
gel spheres using this method. The dis-
tance from the center of the lens to the 
focal point is called the focal length.

The focal length of a lens is determined 
by two different things. First, the index 
of refraction of the lens material affects 

Fig. 1
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the focal length. If you’ve had a chance 
to do the “Bendy Light” experiment you 
have an idea why. Though that aspect 
is not dealt with in this activity, you can 
have your students discuss how index 
of refraction affects focal length as an 
extension of this activity. If you have 
extra gel spheres you could grow them 
in sugar water or sucralose water and 
see how that affects the focal length. 
The second thing that affects the focal 
length is the radius of curvature of the 
lens. The radius of curvature and the 
focal length of the lens are directly pro-
portional, meaning that as the radius of 
curvature is increased the focal length 
also increases. Larger spheres focus 
farther distances and smaller spheres 
focus closer to the lens. 

In this experiment your students are go-
ing to see how the radius of curvature 
can affect a different, but related, prop-
erty of lenses, magnification. Magnifica-
tion is a numerical way to describe how 
much bigger an image is than the ob-
ject that it is magnifying. If a particular 
image is magnified 10 times, it means 
the image is 10 times bigger than ob-
ject. If you measured the object height 
and multiplied times 10 you would get 

the image height. Or, if you measure 
the image height and divided by 10 you 
should get the object height. But most 
importantly, if you divide the image 
height by the object height you should 
get 10. You can find how much a lens is 
magnifying by dividing the image height 
by the object height. What’s really cool 
about lenses is that object distance and 
image distance have the same ratio as 
object height and image height. We’re 
going to find the magnification of the 
sphere in both of these ways. 

Magnification is proportional to 1/(radi-
us of curvature)and 1/(focal length). We 
call this “inversely proportional.” When 
the radius of curvature gets smaller, the 
lens can magnify more. This activity is 
really, really cool because when the gel 
spheres are used, the students can ac-
tually measure the radius of curvature. 
This is something that’s pretty impos-
sible to do with a normal magnifying 
glass. Sure, its possible to talk about 
how much it magnifies and what the fo-
cal length is, but there is no easy way 
for students to relate this numerically to 
the shape of the lens. Because magnifi-
cation is proportional to 1/(radius of cur-
vature) the graph your students make 

Teacher’s Guide

Fig. 2
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Suggested Resources

http://physics.info/lenses/ 

http://www.exploratorium.edu/snacks/giant_lens/ 

https://phet.colorado.edu/sims/geometric-optics/geometric-optics_en.html  
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will look a little strange. It’s not going to 
be a straight line. What might be even 
more frustrating is that there will only 
be three points on the graph so its hard 
to see what type of shape it really is. 
The goal is to understand that as ra-
dius decreases, magnification increas-
es and it doesn’t do that in a straight 
line type of way. Hopefully that is clear 
from the graphs they make. There are 
many ways to extend this experiment. 

You could look at the focal length and 
how that compares to radius of cur-
vature or you could look at how focal 
length compares to magnification or 
other ideas that your class may come 
up with.

Safety
For water gel crystal safety see attached MSDS sheet on page 8.

http://physics.info/lenses/ 
http://www.exploratorium.edu/snacks/giant_lens/ 
https://phet.colorado.edu/sims/geometric-optics/geometric-optics_en.html
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Key Question

How does the radius of a sphere affect 
how much it will magnify an image?

Getting Started

NOTE: Your teacher should have set 
this activity up beforehand. He or she 
should provide you with a cup full of gel 
spheres.

1. What happens when you look 
through a magnifying glass at a tiny 
bug or small writing? 

2. What do you have to do to see the 
small writing or bug clearly? 

3. Take one of the gel spheres and 
look at something in the room. How 
does it look? Is it right side up or up-
side down? 

4. Pick up a gel sphere of a different 
size and look around the room. 
What’s the same? What’s different? 

Setting up the Experiment

You will be setting up a small version 
Miss Alignment’s projection system 

from the comic book page 16. 

1. Cut a small piece of transparency 
and use the permanent marker to 
draw an “A” on it. Make one leg of 
the “A” longer than the other. 

2. Take a tiny piece of stiff paper and 
roll it into a small cylinder that has a 
radius a bit smaller than the radius 
of the biggest gel sphere. 

3. Turn on the flashlight and put it in a 
binder clip. 

4. Put the white piece of paper in a 
binder clip to use as a screen. 

5. Place the rolled up paper cylinder 

Student Guide

Intro
 
You have probably played with magnifying glasses before. Did you know they 
were called “spherical” lenses? This is kind of an odd name since they usually 
look like bulging pancakes. In this experiment you will not only get to make a 
desktop version of Miss Alignment’s evil projector, you will get to learn about 
spheres and how they magnify and image. 

Materials
 
3 sizes of water gel spheres 
Binder clips
Transparency
Flashlight
*Water
*Stiff paper
*Permanent marker
*White piece of paper
*Dark room

*Not included in the PhysicsQuest kit
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on the table and balance the largest 
gel sphere on top. 

6. Place the flashlight so it shines on 
the sphere.

7. Put the transparency “A” in the small 

binder clip and place between the 
flashlight and the gel sphere.

8. Put the screen on the other side of 
the sphere. The “A” should now be 
projected on the screen.  (Fig. 1) 

Student Guide

Collecting Data
 
1. Turn off the room lights. 

2. If you’ve set up the experiment correctly, you should see a giant “A” projected 
on your screen. 

3. Move the screen back and forth until the “A” 
on the screen, which we’re going to call the 
image, is in focus. What does the image look 
like? Is it right side up or upside down? Is it 
flipped left to right or not? Draw it here: 

4. Move the transparency “A,” which we’re going to call the object. What hap-
pened to the image? Can you get it in focus again? What did you have to do? 

________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

5. Measure the height of the object. 

6. Put the object close to the sphere and focus the image on the screen. 
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7. Measure the distance from the object to the center of the sphere

8. Measure the distance from screen with the focused image to the center of the 
sphere. 

9. Change the distance between the object and the sphere and take the same 
measurements. Do this for one more object distance. 

10. Record your answers in the chart below.

11. Leave the last two columns of the chart blank for now, you’ll fill them in in the 
next section. 

12. Repeat all of this for the other two marbles using the same distances from the 
center of the marble.  You may have to make new paper stands for the different 
sized spheres.

Height of “A”__________________________ (This is your “object size”) 

Marble 1: Radius ______________________ 

Marble 2:  Radius ______________________ 

Student Guide
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Marble 3: Radius ______________________ 

Analyzing Your Results
 
The image on the screen is much bigger than the object. Its magnified. But is there 
a way to use the numbers you have to see how much it is magnified? 

If a particular image is magnified 10 times, it means the image is 10 times bigger 
than object. If you measured the object height and multiplied times 10 you would 
get the image height. Or, if you measure the image height and divided by 10 you 
should get the object height. But most importantly, if you divide the image height 
by the object height you should get 10. 

You can find how much a lens is magnifying by dividing the image height by the ob-
ject height. What’s really cool about lenses is that object distance and image dis-
tance have the same ratio as object height and image height. We’re going to find 
the magnification of the sphere in both of these ways. 

1. In the charts you just filled in, there are two columns for your calculations of 
magnification, one using distances and one using heights. 

Student Guide

Object Distance 1
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2. What is the magnification for each object distance? Is the magnification the 
same for any object distance? 

3. Does the radius of the sphere change how much it magnifies an object? How? 
Is it the same for any object distance? ______________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________

4. To get a better idea of how magnification changes as the radius of the sphere 
changes, make a graph with radius on the x axis and magnification on the y 
axis. You will have to decide on your own what scale you should put on your x 
and y axes. Do this for all three object distances on the same graph. 

Object Distance 2

Object Distance 3
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5. Do the graphs look similar for each object distance or do they look differ-
ent?__________________________________________________________ 

6. How do you think a marble the size of a pea would magnify an object? What 
about a bowling ball? ___________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________

7. For Miss Alignment to project her giant “A” in the sky, would her marble lens 
have to be really big or really small? _________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________

Using your results to help Spectra find the time of 
Miss Alignment’s attack.

1. As the radius increases, the magnification increases
2. As the radius increases, the magnification doesn’t change
3. As the radius decreases, the magnification decreases
4. As the radius increases, the magnification decreases
    
    
    

Student Guide



i know you aren’t a huge
fan of the purple carpet

with the yellow car, but this 
combo was all over new 

york fashion week.

wow! you are
getting really 
good at being
in two places

at once.

i am happy that 
you are happy 

with it.

why thank you, ruby.
i have been practicing 
a bit.  though i do very 

much wish i could 
control in which

places i am.

shortly, at black body repair...

i am still having
quite a bit of trouble 

remaining in the 
locations i desire.
i feel unfocused. 

 however, i have
been controlling my

momentum much 
better.  i am good

at knowing how 
fast i am but not 

where i am.

i must now
endeavor to know 
where i am but not 
how fast i am going.  

there seems to be
a delicate balance
between the two.

sounds complicated.  
where’s the red paint, 

silver glitter, and
super glue?

we interrupt this 
broadcast with a 
special alert...



against all logic, inept 
villain, miss alignment, has 
escaped from bose-einstein 
condensed penitentiary.  it is 

assumed someone left her cell 
unlocked as that is the only 

way she could have escaped.  be 
on the lookout for a woman 
in a dated silver unitard and 
ill-fitting bell bottom pants 

with very big hair.

listen to that! 
my escape plan was
so ingenious they 

don’t even know it 
was me!

and what does he 
mean “ill-fitting?!”
i spent hours in the 
prison gym.  i make 
these pants look 

good!

oh no!
we have to 
warn lucy!

i can’t
believe she’s 
still wearing 
those pants.

AARGHH!



i’ll text the
gang to meet us 

here and figure out 
what to do.

i shall try
to pull myself
together and
be ready for 
their arrival.

stop!  put 
down that 
phone!!!

this is a no 
texting zone!

you aren’t going
anywhere!  i have

you trapped!

it appears that
you have tried to

incapacitate us with
silly streamers.  

i do not believe this
is structurally sound 

enough to hold us.
they are pretty 
colors, though.



it doesn’t matter 
how silly the

streamers are, it’s 
slowed you down

just enough.

you’re coming 
with me.

assuming 
reigh installed

my booster
rockets 

correctly.

miss black, do you think you 
can be in three places at

once?  you need to tell lucy, 
gordy, and kas to come

to the garage.

lucy’s at the pool, 
gordy is on the
field, and kas is 

with his band.

yes, ruby, i think i 
have the ability to
do that if i focus 

very hard.  i shall 
tell them now.

hurry!!!

where... where did she go?  is this the 
“superpower” you were talking about?  

tell me!

looks like one of 
us got away.

now i 
know why 
you wear 

those bell
bottoms --

to hide 
your 

booster 
rockets.

Go
ahead...

“make fun all you want.  These booster 
rockets are taking you with me.”

“i’ll find some way to get
information out of you!”

aHHh!  what 
was that?!

woof
woof
woof



meanwhile, 
across town...

miss alignment
recently broke
out of prison.

she has--

taken ruby to
some evil lair.
we all must--

meet back at
black body repair to

determine how to 
rescue ruby.

is miss a. still wearing 
those awful pants?

i do not know
where they went.
She bound us with
silly streamers
and then flew

off, taking ruby
with her.

i have no more
information.

Hey, guys--

there are tons of 
places where she 
could hide.  video 
arcade, stadium,

library--

guys,
seriously, 

listen--

gordy is right.  she 
could be anywhere. 

how do we start 
narrowing this down?  
what would make the 

most sense?

Hey!  i 
think i 
know 
where
she is!

check it.  it’s not like 
she built a new ‘evil 
lair’ while she was 

in prison.  let’s head 
up to her old place.  

we’ve been there
often enough.

it’s still
totally

tricked out. she 
probably even 

put the sign 
back up.

and soon...
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Intro
Energy comes in many forms; energy of motion, energy of position, thermal ener-
gy, sound energy and many more. Light is also a form of energy. Its easy to say 
that something that is hotter or is moving faster has more energy, but what does 
it mean for light to have more energy? Most people assume that brighter light has 
more energy than dimmer light. But that’s only part of the story. In this experiment 
you and your students will learn how color affects light’s energy. 

TEACHER’S GUIDE
Activity 3:  Let it Glow! 
Let it Glow!

Key Question
What colors of light cause a glow in the 
dark square to glow?
 
Key Terms 
Wavelength:  The distance from one 
wave peak to the next.
 
Intensity: The strength of something.  
Brighter light has a higher intensity. 
 
Transparent: Most light is transmitted, 
a little bit is reflected        
 
Energy: Energy is the ability to do 
work. Energy can come in different 
forms such as light energy, heat en-
ergy, energy of motion or chemical 
energy. Energy cannot be created or 
destroyed but it can change from one 
form to another.
 
Photon: A packet of light energy. 
Different colors of light have different 
amounts of energy in their “packets.”
 
Before the Activity Students 

should know...

• A rainbow is made of Red, Orange, 
Yellow, Green, Blue, Indigo and 
Violet.

• Different colors of light have differ-
ent wavelengths.

• Energy is never created or de-
stroyed.

Materials
 
Phosphorescent vinyl
Red, blue, orange & purple gel filters
+ Laser pointer
* White light
* Dark room 

* Not included in the PhysicsQuest kit

+ Make sure you unscrew the cap of the 
laser and remove the piece of paper be-
tween the laser batteries. This may in-
volved removing all the batteries. Take 
care to put them back in the laser in the 
correct direction.
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After the Activity Students 
should be able to...

• Describe why the glow in the dark 
square will only glow when it is hit 
with certain colors of light.

• Explain how color of light is related 
to its energy.

• Say why the rainbow is in the order 
it is.

The Science behind Glowing 
in the Dark

This experiment is essentially a table 
top, easy to do version of one of the 
most famous physics experiments of all 
time, the photoelectric effect.  Light is a 
very interesting entity.  You may have 
heard it said that it is both a particle 
and a wave.  It may be better to phrase 
this as “light has both wave and particle 
properties.”     It was the photoelectric 
effect that led scientists to develop the 
idea that light had particle properties.  
Probably the best way to think about this 
mind bending notion is to picture pho-
tons as little packets of waves. Different 
colors of photons have different wave-
lengths.  Blue and purple photons have 
shorter wavelengths than red or yellow 
light.  The shorter the wavelength, the 
more energy the wave has.  This is why 
we get sunburned by ultraviolet rays 
and not infrared rays.  Because the ul-
traviolet rays have high energy they can 
burn our skin.  

The glow in the dark material is made 
up of special molecules called phos-
phors.  Electrons sit in different energy 
levels.  To move to a higher energy level 

they need energy from photons.  When 
photons from a light source hit the mol-
ecules they excite the electrons and 
make them jump up to a higher ener-
gy level.  Once they are up there they 
don’t stay there forever.  When they 
fall back down to a lower energy level, 
something has to happen to the energy 
they are losing because we know that 
energy can’t be created or destroyed.  
The energy the electrons lose pops 
out as photons.  The energy of a pho-
ton is based on its wavelength.  If you 
think of the colors of the rainbow, red 
has the least energy and violet has the 
most energy.  Energy increases as you 
go from red to violet.  This is why the 
rainbow is in the order it is in, it goes in 
order of energy.  Electrons have specific 
energy levels at which they like to sit.  
They can’t just have any old amount of 
energy, they must sit at specific energy 
levels.  To get an electron to jump from 
one energy level to a higher level it must 
be hit by a photon with a high enough 
energy.  So if the difference in energy 
from one level to the next is the ener-
gy a blue photon carries, if the electron 
is hit by a red photon, it won’t jump up 
to a higher energy level.  It will just sit 
right where it is and the red photon will 
simply continue on its way.  But if that 
same electron is hit by a blue, or even 
violet photon it will jump up and then 
eventually fall down and emit a photon 
as it falls down.  One really cool thing to 
realize is that this electron which needs 
a blue photon to jump up could be hit by 
hundreds, millions, or even quadrillions 
of red photons and it still won’t budge.  It 
must have the energy of a blue photon 
or higher.  

In this experiment students will allow 

Teacher’s Guide
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only certain colors of light to be used 
to “charge up” their phosphorescent 
squares.  Because the squares glow 
green you know that the difference in 
energy level for the electrons must be 
the energy in a green photon because 
as the electrons fall down, they are 
emitting green photons.  The students 
will be using violet, blue, red and yellow 
light to charge up their squares.  Blue 
and violet photons have enough ener-
gy to make the electrons jump up, red 
and yellow do not.  When the students 
are asked to predict which colors will 
make the square glow they will almost 
inevitably say the yellow light will make 
the square glow the brightest and be 
shocked when the yellow doesn’t glow 
at all.  They predict this because the 
yellow gel filter is very light and lets the 
most amount of light through.  But as we 
said before, it doesn’t matter how many 
photons are hitting an electron if the 
photons themselves are not of a high 

enough energy. 

In the last part students charge up the 
square with white light and then “write” 
on it with a red laser.  This is an inter-
esting phenomenon because red light, 
which is less energetic than green light, 
should be able to be transformed into 
green light.  In this case, the square 
already has enough energy to glow 
green, the red laser is just making it 
glow brighter by adding a bit more en-
ergy.  It doesn’t need all of the energy of 
green light to glow, it just needs a little 
extra kick.  So it may seem like red light 



SAFETY

Review these guidelines closely with students before the activity and outline 
consequences for failure to follow them!  Warn students very strongly about 
the dangers of looking directly into the laser beam.  Shining the beam into their 
eyes of the eyes of their classmates can cause serious injury and damage.  
Consequences for student recklessly playing with the lasers should be outlined 
before giving out the supplies for the activity.  If you are concerned, you may 
prefer to complete the portions of the procedure with the laser for your students 
and have them do the analysis.
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is being turned into green light, but it is 
not.  

You (and your students) might be ask-
ing “is it possible to have a wave with 
more energy than a violet wave or less 
energy than a red one?”  Visible light is 

just the tip of the iceberg.  In fact, mi-
crowaves are just like light waves, only 
they have much much less energy than 
red light with a wavelength of a few cen-
timeters and x-rays have much more 
energy than violet light. 

Teacher’s Guide
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Student Guide

Intro
 
Have you ever wondered why your favorite glow in the dark tshirt glows?  Have 
you ever wondered why you have to “charge it up” before you can impress your 
friends with its stunning glow?  Have you ever wondered what would happen to it 
if you stood in red light instead of white light?  Well this experiment will answer all 
those questions and more. 

Key Question
  
What colors of light will cause glow in 
the dark material to glow?

Getting Started

To get a glow in the dark material to 
glow, what do you have to do to it first?

Will just any material glow, or does it 
have to be special?

Why is a rainbow in the order it is? 

Materials
 
Phosphorescent vinyl
Red, blue, orange and purple                                
   gel filters
Laser pointer
* White light
* Dark room

*Not included in the
 PhysicsQuest kit

Setting up the Experiment

NOTE: Make sure you unscrew the cap 
of the laser and remove the piece of 
paper between the laser batteries. This 
may involve removing all the batteries. 
Take care to put them back in the laser 
in the correct direction.
 
1. Hold the vinyl square up to a white 
light. 

2. Turn off the lights and look at the 
square.  What is happening?    What 
color is it glowing? 

3. Wait for the vinyl to stop glowing.  
Place one color of gel filter on each 
corner of the vinyl and again hold it up 
to the white light for several minutes.  

While you are waiting, draw a picture in 
the box below indicating which color is 
on which part of the vinyl.  Which col-
or gel filter do you think will allow the 
square to glow?  Why? Take the gel fil-
ters off and take it into a dark room.  On 
your drawing indicate which sections of 
the square are glowing. 



Analyzing Your Results
 
1.  When you charged up the square and then put it in a dark room, why is it glow-
ing?_____________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

2. When you put the gel filters over the square you only allowed light of certain 
colors to get through and charge up the square. 

Which colors charged up the square and made it glow?____________________
________________________________________________________________

Write down the colors of the rainbow in order.  Circle the colors that allowed the 
square to glow and x out the colors that did not. 

_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________
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4.  Again charge up the square in white 
light, this time, with no gel filters, and 
take the square and a laser pointer into 
a dark room.  “Write” on the square with 
the laser pointer, what happens?  Think-
ing back to the experiment with the gel 
filters, is red light more or less energetic 
than green light?  How is it possible to 
make the square glow brighter green by 
applying red light?
_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________

Student Guide
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Do  you see a pattern?     ___________________________________________

On which side of green are the non-glowing colors? _______________________

On which side are the glowing colors? _________________________________

In a rainbow, violet light has the most energy and red light has the least.  What 
can you say about the energy of light that is needed to charge up the square?  
Does it have to be more or less than green? ____________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________

3. Thinking back to the experiment with the gel filters, is red light more or less 
energetic than green light?  How is it possible to make the square glow green by 
applying red light? ________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________

Using your results to help Spectra find the time of 
Miss Alignment’s attack.

Which color gel filters allowed the vinyl to glow?

1. Blue and Purple 
2. Red and Yellow
3. Red and Blue
4. Purple and Yellow

Student Guide



score!  i 
was right!

a short time later...

yes.  it seems 
you were correct 

in your assumption.  
she has indeed 

returned to her 
previous ‘evil lair’.

great job, kas.  
but we don’t have 
a plan to rescue 

ruby.  how are 
we going to get 

in there and save 
her?  i can’t

turn invisible.

no, but i can! 
remember my laser

powers, guys? turning 
infrared makes me 

impossible for human 
eyes to see.

there she is!
is she tied up with 
silly streamers?

miss alignment isn’t 
even making this

a challenge.

who’s that 
guy?

we’re doing pretty
well here.  should be ready 
in a few days.  i still need 

to rig up the magnifying
projector and adjust 

the lens controls.

remember, we 
have to do this at 
exactly the right

time for the sun to
be in the right spot.

we’re aiming at the 
library, not city hall 

right now.

i know, i know.  
you’ve said all 

this before.  quit 
talking and get a 

move on.

you hear that, girl?
it doesn’t matter if

your friends save you,
in a few days the town 

will be mine!

you can try, but 
we have laser 
powers and 

quantum 
mechanics on 

our side.

you have a
tarp, a crystal 

ball, and
questionable

decorating
taste.



why is it taking so long?!
i thought you had it almost 
all done.  it can’t be that

complicated.  Lighthouses have 
been doing this since 1823. 

 i want to do it NOW!

look, do you want it done
now or do you want it done right?  

it has to be at exactly the right
angle in exactly the right spot.  a 
few degrees off and we just look 

like fools with a strange roof 
ornament.  CHIll!

we must hurry!  
those kids have a 

tendency to ruin my 
plans.  but not

this time!

what’s that 
smell?

AARGHH!

We’re outta 
here.  Grab on.

I’m guessing 
that’s you, 
lucy, and 

not 
combustable

silly
streamers?

Yep! I’m 
busting you 

outta 
here.



you got her!

ruby did a lot of
recon while tied up 

with silly streamers.  
let’s head back to 
black body repair 

and figure out
a plan.

silly streamers?

let me make 
sure i am correctly 

hearing you -- 

 there was a large
illustration of city

hall, photographs of 
melted trucks and 

several artistic
lighthouse prints?

yep,  that about sums
it up.  what on earth could
she be up to?  what do they 

have in common?
no 

idea.

the only thing i ever 
thought magnifying glasses 
were good for was melting 

plastic army men.

i am?Kas!  You’re 
a genius!

you are!  did you see 
those pictures of 

melting trucks and 
lenses?  i bet she’s 
going to try and 

destroy the town 
with a giant lens.  
just like those 

army men.

but why the
lighthouses 

and city hall?  
they make great 
photos but what
do they have to 

do with anything?

soon...

Think about it.  A super 
strong regular lens 

would be crazy heavy. 
She’s using lighthouse 
technology, a.k.a. a

Fresnel lens. those are 
light-weight, thin and 

really powerful. Light
as a feather, strong 

as an ox. 

And she’s probably
focusing sunlight

on City Hall. 

As ruby told miss
alignment,  we have some 
wicked powers, serious 
smarts, and a big time 

creativity. I think I
have an idea. 

Ms. Black, can you
find plans to the
city and a whole 

lot of iron?

?
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Intro
Outside on a hot, sunny day, when faced with a choice between a metal chair and 
a beach towel, most people would pick the beach towel. We intuitively understand 
that metal sitting in the sun is going to be really, really hot. But why? Do different 
metals heat up differently in the sun? What happens to the sun’s heat when you 
focus the sun’s light with a lens, does the heat focus, too? This experiment uses a 
Fresnel lens, different types of metal, the sun’s rays and tasty, tasty chocolate to 
explore these questions. 

TEACHER’S GUIDE
Activity 4:  Melts in the 
Sun, Not in Your Hand

Key Questions
What types of energy does the sun pro-
duce? 

How do different metals conduct heat?
 
Key Terms 
Conduction:  Energy in the form of 
heat moving from one thing to another.
 
Kinetic Energy: Energy of motion.  
When things are moving, they have ki-
netic energy.
 
Lens: A transparent, curved, object for 
focusing or dispersing light. Converg-
ing lenses focus light, diverging lenses 
disperse light.        
 
Focal Point: If light from a far away 
source hits a converging lens, the fo-
cal point is the point at which the light 
is focused. The distance to the focal 
point is called the focal length. Differ-
ently shaped lenses have different focal 
points. 
 

Before the Activity Students 
should know...

• When solids such as chocolate get 
hot they melt. 

 
• Metals conduct heat.  

• Converging lenses focus light

Materials
 
1 Small Hershey’s bar 
1 Steel wire
1 Copper wire
1 Aluminum wire
1 Fresnel lens
   PhysicsQuest Box
* Rock
* Tape
* Scissors
* Sun
 

* Not included in the PhysicsQuest kit
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Teacher’s Guide

After the Activity Students 
should be able to...

• Discuss how light energy can be 
transformed into heat energy. 

• Discuss how different types of metal 
conduct heat at different rates.

The Science Behind 
Conduction

Metals are generally good at transfer-
ring, or conducting, heat.  We know not 
to touch a cookie sheet without a pot 
holder and that putting an gloved hand 
on your metal car in the winter won’t ex-
actly feel nice.  But do all metals con-
duct the same?   

There are two things going on in this ex-
periment; metals conducting heat and 
melting of chocolate.  Most of us can ex-
plain melting without too much difficul-
ty.  Melting is when something changes 
from a solid to a liquid.  This happens 
when there is enough energy, usually in 
the form of heat, to raise the tempera-
ture to the melting point and make the 
ordered atoms or molecules in the solid 
become less ordered and move around.  
At that point it becomes a liquid.  (Fig. 1)

Conduction in metal moves energy in 

the form of heat from the focused sun-
light to the chocolate and causes it to 
melt.  Temperature is a measure of the 
average kinetic energy in some space, 
in this case the metal rod.  When the fo-
cused sunlight hits the ends of the wires, 
the energy from the sunlight makes the 
molecules in the end of the wire start 
moving faster, and the metal heat up.  
The infrared, or IR, wavelengths of light 
are about the same size as the mole-
cules in the metal. Because they are 
close to the same size they are really 
good at making them jiggle back and 
forth and increasing their kinetic energy. 
Then the faster moving metal molecules 
in the end of the wire start jiggling the 
ones next to them and so on right up to 
the end of the wire and the chocolate.  
Which gets hot, melts, and allows the 
wire to sink into the chocolate.  

The reason metals conduct heat well is 
that it is easy for them to get their mole-
cules moving and transfer the energy to 
other molecules in the metal.  This pro-
cess is easier for some metals than oth-
ers.  Even though metals as a group are 
good conductors, some are better con-
ductors than others.  One of the places 
this is easy to see is in cookware.  Be-
fore the new fancy-dancy pots and pans 
we have now, most good cookware had 
copper bottoms.  This is because cop-

Fig. 1



Fig. 2
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per is extremely good at conducting 
heat.  Now think of an iron skillet.  Un-
like other pots, the handle of the skillet 
is also iron, but we don’t have a problem 
grabbing it without a pot holder.  This is 
because iron is not a good conductor at 
all.  Important thing to note is that steel 
is mostly iron.  For this experiment it is 

ok to assume the steel wire is really an 
iron wire.  This experiment is a really 
tasty and fun way to show that not all 
metals conduct equally.   (Fig 2)

SAFETY

Always make sure the Fresnel lens is focused on a non-flammable surface 
such as a rock or pavement. The focused rays of the sun can be extremely hot 
and cause a fire if focused on a surface such as paper or leaves.
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Student Guide

Intro
 
Outside on a hot, sunny day, when faced with a choice between a metal chair 
and a beach towel, most people would pick the beach towel. We intuitively un-
derstand that metal sitting in the sun is going to be really, really hot. But why? Do 
different metals heat up differently in the sun? What happens to the sun’s heat 
when you focus the sun’s light with a lens, does the heat focus, too? This experi-
ment uses a Fresnel lens, different types of metal, the sun’s rays, and tasty, tasty 
chocolate to explore these questions. 

Materials
 
1 Small Hershey’s bar 
1 Steel wire
1 Copper wire
1 Aluminum wire
1 Fresnel lens
  PhysicsQuest Box
* Rock
* Tape
* Scissors
* Sun
 
*Not included in the
 PhysicsQuest kit

Key Questions

What types of energy does the sun 
produce? 

How do different metals conduct heat? 

Getting Started

How many different types of metal can 
you think of?  What are some of the dif-
ferences between all of these metals?
_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________

What does it mean for something to be 
‘hot’ and ‘heat up’?
_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________

How can you tell if chocolate has melt-
ed?
_______________________________
_______________________________

Predict which metal you think would 
conduct heat best, steel (mostly iron), 
copper, or aluminum.  Think about 
where you have seen these metals 
before and what they are often used for 
when making your predictions.
_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________
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What happens when light passes 
through a lens?
_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________

Setting up the Experiment

NOTE: This experiment is done us-
ing sunlight. It must be done outside 
on a sunny day.
 
1. Poke a small hole in the side of the 

PhysicsQuest box just large enough 
for the three wires to fit through.

2. Unwrap Hershey’s bar and put it in-
side the PhysicsQuest box, close to 
the edge with the hole. 

3. Stick the 3 wires half way through 
the hole in the box and lay them on 
top of the Hershey’s bar. Using a pin 
or other small object, scratch and 
“A” in the chocolate next to the alu-
minum wire, an “S” next to the steel 
wire and an “C” next to the copper 
wire. (Fig. 1)

  
4. Take your entire contraption outside 

and place the ends of the wires that 
are not inside the box on a hard sur-
face such as a cement sidewalk or 
rock. This experiment can get very 
hot and you don’t want to hurt any-
thing! 

5. Carefully close the top of the Phys-
icsQuest box. Make sure the wires 
are still on the chocolate bar.   

Collecting Data
 
1. Use the Fresnel lens to focus sun-

light on the exposed ends of the 
wire. Just like Miss Alignment’s lens, 
you have to keep yours at just the 
right angle to focus the sunlight. It 
might take a few tries to get it right. 
You want the spot of light you are 
shining on the wires to be as bright 
as possible. (fig.2)

2. Keep sunlight focused on the wires 
for 5 minutes. You might want to 
take turns holding the lens, it can 
get tiring! 

3. Open the box and carefully remove 
the chocolate bar. You can go inside 
now if you want, but if its a nice day, 
maybe your teacher will let you stay 
outside for the next part. 

Fig. 1

Fig. 2
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Analyzing Your Results
 
What can you say about how light and heat are related? What happens to the 
metal wires when light is focused on them? 
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

What type of energy was transferred down the wires to the chocolate, light or heat 
or both? 
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

What metal caused the chocolate to melt the most? Which one caused it to melt 
the least?
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

Rank the metals from most to least conductive. 

______  Steel 
______  Copper
______  Aluminum         
 
Using your results to help Spectra find the time of 
Miss Alignment’s attack.

Which metal is the most conductive? 

1. Steel
2. Copper
3. Aluminum 
4. Both steel and aluminum conduct the same

Student Guide



i am very glad i 
was able to find the 

required amount 
of iron.  that was 

exceptionally 
problematic.

yeah, but it 
went pretty quickly.  
laser powers rock!

i completely agree.  
though i still wish 

we had time to paint 
it.  green would have 
matched the trees

very nicely.

yeah -- 
someone want to
explain why city 

halls looks like a 
bird cage?

3 days, 2 nights, 6 piZZas and
4 cases of soda later....

Kas, you’re great, but 
your memory could 

use some work.

miss alignment is going to
try to use a fresnel lens to
melt city hall, remember? 
you made us realize back 

at the garage.

when the focused rays
from the sun hit the statue
on city hall, they will heat

up the statue. 

by connecting the statue
to iron rods and connecting 

those rods to the iron
pipes under the city, we 

can direct the heat away 
from the building.

when you cook with an 
iron skillet it takes awhile to

heat up your hand.  It’s the
same thing here, only the

building is your hand.  

That will heat up the
building which will 

catch on fire.

let’s hope it gives
us enough time. Glad 

those kids told us when 
she was going to attack.



i am so glad that your laser powers allowed us to weld the iron so
quickly.  the heat conductance you discussed would work more effectively

if we could fully cover city hall with iron --

but i did not possess 
that much.

what’s that?!

looks like we finished
just in time! 

Quiver in fear
before me!

miss alignment 
has returned!



YOU STOppED ME 
ONCE, BUT YOU CANNOT

STOP ME AGAIN!

YOU SURE THIS IS 
LOUD ENOUGH?

YEAH, I’M SURE 
EVEN PERTH IS 
QUIVERING IN 

FEAR.

IN JUST A FEW
MINUTES THE SUN

WIll BE PERFECTLY 
ALIGNED TO BURN
YOUR TOWN TO THE 

GROUND!
Spectra!

surrender AND I WIll 
BE MERCIFUL!

BUT IF YOU DO NOT, YOU 
WIll LIVE WITH THE 

GUILT OF CAUSING YOUR 
TOWN’S DESTRUCTION!



“it’s working!  Reigh you 
are not completely 

incompetent!  the lens 
angle is perfect!”

“look at the 
statue melt! city 
hall will burn!”

“muahahahaha”

our system is working!
it’s absorbing the heat from 

the focused sunlight and 
the statue.  but it can’t

last forever.

i have to destroy 
that lens!  i need 

some serious 
energy!

UV, here
i come!



okay, who’s got 
some food?

Uh... not sure
how i feel about 

those energy 
bars, gordy.

trust me.
the berry flavor 

is delish!

Um...

nom.  you 
were right!  
nom! Nom!

i got 
this!

almost 
there...

high energy 
laser powers 

achieved!
miss alignment, 

you are going 

down!



i can do this!
i just need to 
melt the lens. 

Plastic vs. 
laser, plastic 

doesn’t stand a 
chance.

if i’m
gonna
do it... 

i might as 
well do it 
with some 

style. 

WHAT?!?  its not 
working!  Reigh! 

What did you screw 
up?  Make it work 

again!

FReeZE!

AARGHH!

What is this?! 
How in the 

world? REiGH!

Hey there! 
Looks like we 

got you! 

its nice having
a Laser Powered 
friend. She got us 
here real quick.

Sorry, cuz,
they showed up

in a flash.



Not so fast. 
You’re not 

getting away 
again!

You meddling 
kids! You can’t 
do this to me 

again!

Really?
Looks like we 

just did.
We’ve got

somewhere real
special for you this 
time. Every heard of 

the Quantum Dot 
Spot? its going 

to be a bit
confining.

Nice job, Lucy, i
mean Spectra. Though 

next time you go 
UltraViolet throw
us some sunblock 

first?

Sorry about the sunburn. 
Hope you can still play
your gig tonight.  i can’t

wait to say “yeah, i’m
with the band.”

Watch your back!
no one ruins my
reputation and 

gets away with it!

i’ll always reflect
badly on you.
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Praise for the series

the original laser super hero

“SPECTRA offers a perfect blend 
of real physics, middle school, 
and superhero adventure, a 
combination you probably didn’t 
even realize was missing from 
your life.  Once you know it 
exists, though, it’s irresistible.”

“I liked Spectra’s superpowers. 
They were amazing and she’s 
really cool!.”

Nina Parker, 9, daughter
of plasma physicist 
Dr. Carolyn Kuranz

Chad Orzel, Physics Professor 
at Union College and author of 
Eureka! Discovering your Inner 
Scientist

“Reading SPECTRA comics will 
teach you everything you need to 
be a scientific researcher!  First, 
she displays a mastery of the 
laws of Nature.  Second, she 
demonstrates her creative 
problem solving skills, and third, 
she knows how to rock a pair 
of sunglasses!”

James Kakalios, Physics 
Professor at the University of 
Minnesota and author of 
The Physics of Superheroes


